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Question One
(A) Read the passage below then decide whether the statements that follow are true (T) or
false (F):
(20 Marks)
There are many benefits from an open system like the internet, but one of the risks is that we are
often exposed to hackers, who break into computer systems just for fun, to steal information, or to
spread viruses. Hence applying techniques of protection and security is highly needed in this respect.
Security is crucial when you send confidential information online. Consider, for example the process
of buying a book on the web. You have to type your credit card number into an order form which
passes from computer to computer on its way to the online book store. If one of the intermediary
computers is infiltrated by hackers, your data can be copied.
To avoid risk, you should set all security alerts to high on your web browser. Mozilla Firefox
displays a lock when the website is secured and allows you to disable or deletes cookies –small files
placed on your hard drive by web servers so that they can recognize your PC when you return to
their site.
If you can use online banking services, make sure they use digital certificates –files that are like
digital identification cards and that identify users and web servers. Also be sure to use a browser that
is complaint SSL; (Secure Sockets Layer) a protocol which provides secured transactions.
1. There are no benefits from the internet. ----------------------------2. Mozilla Firefox displays a lock when the website is unsecured. -------------------3. SSL stands for Secure Sockets Layer. -------------------------------4. When hackers break into someone’s computer, they intend to provide him/her with useful
information. ----------------------------5. The word “infiltrated” in line (9) means secured. -----------------------

(B) Fill in the blanks from the passage:
1.
2.
3.
4.

In using online banking services, using ------------------------------------is highly recommended.
Some browsers allow you to ------------------ or ------------------cookies
Security is very important when sending --------------------------- information online
To buy anything in the internet, you should first type your -----------------------------number into an order
form in the web.
5. The abbreviation PC stand for ----------------------------- computer.
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Question Two
Choose the correct option. The first one is done as example:
0- The University of Science & Technology was founded in ---------------a-March/1990

cc- March/1995

b- March/2000

(10 Marks)

d- March/1989

1- A --------------------------- protect a company internet from outside attack.
a- firewall

b- anti-virus

c- spam

d- spyware

2- Encoding data so that unauthorized users can’t read it is known as --------a- corruption

b- encryption

c- description

d- decryption

3- For organizing political rallies one has to log onto ---------------------------a- eBay

b- Amazon

c- MoveOn.org

d- Skype

4- An --------------------- is a small magazine or newsletter published online.
a- e-voting

b- e-card

c- e-commerce

d- e-zine

5- A good Information Systems learner always -----------------------the web.
a- surf

b- get

c- do

d- open

Question Two: What do these abbreviations stand for?

(20 Marks)

1. ASAP: --------------------------------------------------------------------------2. PIN:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------3. FAQs: --------------------------------------------------------------------------4. PC: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------5. IC: -------------------------------------------------------------------------------6. CPU: ----------------------------------------------------------------------------7. VoIP: ---------------------------------------------------------------------------8. BTW: ---------------------------------------------------------------------------9. IM: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------10. URL: -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Question Three
Use the words in the box to complete the sentences below. Use each word once only.
(10 Marks)
had - digital - would invest - could

- files

1- If you bring your ---------------------- video camera, we can make a movie on your PC.
2- You won’t be able to play those video ------------------------- if you don’t have the correct plug in.
3- If the marketing manager --------------------- a PowerPoint, she could make more effective presentations.
4- If I ---------------------- afford it, I would buy a new game console.
5- If I had the money, I --------------------------------------- in some new multimedia software.
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Question Four:
Use the phrases in the box to label the features on the screenshot below: (10 Marks)
clickable hypertext link

go back one page

URL address

search box

search engine

go forward one page

C

A
B

C

D

F
E

Question Five
Match the captions (1-6) with the letters (a-f). The first one is done as example:
(10 Marks)
1. hack into

a. the button

2. online

b. favourites

3. portable

c. a computer

4. upload

d. encyclopaedia

5. click

e. player

6. show

f. photos
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